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AZANIA NEW SOUTH AFRICA ? 
------------------------------------------------------------------~------------

The widely expected result of the April elections of an AIC doDinated victory 
saw the dawning of bourgeois deDOCracy in South Africa. The AIC failed to win 
the crucial two-thirds share of the vote it needed to carry through 
constitiutional change with compromising with its partners in the multi-party 
government of national unity. Out of 19,726,579 votes counted for the Iational 
Assembly seats the AIC received 62.6~ of the votes: 

fA:RII IOTHS SRAI~ l 
AIC 12 237 655 252 62.6 
Iational Party 3 983 690 82 20.4 
Ik:atha 2 058 294 43 10.5 
Freedom Front 424 555 9 2.2 
Democratic Party 338 426 '1 1.7 
PAC 243 478 5 1.2 

other parties participating in the election received less than one per cent. In 
the voting for the Regional Assembly seats only two of the seven regions were 
outside of AIC domination : running second to Inkatha • s 41 seats in the 
regional elections for KwaZulu/Iatal, and in Vest Cape Province where the 
outgoing lational Party Xinister of Law and Order, Knel, emerged as the Premier 
with 53.2~ of the popular vote to the lational Party. 

The AIC won a landslide of more than 85~ aDOng black voters throughout the 
country. One commentator pointed out, • The irony was that the DOSt steadfast 
support for the AIC, in essence a party of the urban elite, came from rural 
blacks•. The more radical Pan Africanist Congress attracted little more than 1~ 
of the vote. In their post-election meetings the PAC has reportedly dropped its 
slogan •ane Settler ! One bullet!• and replaced it with the call •ane Child ! 
One Education!•. 

President Xandela has appointed the old guard of the AIC to his cabinet with 
Thabo Xbeski, the national chairman of the AIC, as first Deputy President and 
effective Prime Xinister. De Klerk has the constitutional right to be the 
second Deputy Primeminister, and Inkatha's Buthelezi has been offered the Home 
Affair's Cabinet post. 

Xandela has ignored the collective feelings of the AIC by the appointment 
of former AIC secretary-general Alfred Izo to the post of Foreign Xinister and 
appointing Joe Xodise as Defence Xinister. Xodise was implicated in the AIC's 
own internal enquiry into the torture camps of exiles in Angola. [See 'The End 
of the Beginning: Towards a post-apartheid South Africa' distributed July _ 
1991. J Xodise is reportedly unpopular within the AIC but because of his 
enthusiasm for boosting South Africa's military capabilities welcomed by the 
South African Defence Force. 

The post of Finance Xinister has been offered to the Jational Party with 
the retention of Derek Keys, a noted capitalist and former chief of the Dining 
house Gencor. Agriculture, Constitutional Affairs, Xineral & Energy, 
Environment and Welfare & Population Development are held by the the National 
Party. These posts are to reassure the business community that reconciliation 
is the order of the day. 

In his Presidential address Xandela said: • The time for the healing of 
wounds has come ... Ye must therefore act together as a united people, for 
national reconciliation, for nation-building, for the birth of a new world.• 



The BLACK COBSCIOUSIESS XOVEXEBT OF AZAWIA had campaigned unsucessfully for a 
boycott of the elections adDidst the popular euphoria and raised . expectations 
of those previously denied the ballot: •the struggle will not end in April. 
Black people will still have to try and get their land back. Ye will still have 
to try and get a better life in our rich country. Ye will have to find ways of 
protecting ourselves from white cri~nals and their agents who causes violence 
in Black areas. Ye will have to fight for our children to get a good education 
so that they can get good jobs.• 

The BCX<A> in a coDDUnique issued in the monthly newsletter •Letsetse•, argued 
against the vote being used to sustaining • perpetual poverty, landlessness, 
oppression, homelessness and powerlessness• under the banner that •wow Ye are 
Free!•. 
•the BCX views the struggle as being aimed at the total liberation of Black 
people. Central to that struggle is the return of our colonized land to its 
rightful owners and the restoration of the dignity of Black people .... The 
negotiations [for the April elections] have, through stealth and cunning, 
endorsed land theft and economic deprivation. They have also guaranteed jobs to 
the civil service, whose duty it is to maintain the status quo.• 

•Effectively the state machinery in the form of the army, police and civil 
service have been left intact, thereby ensuring the continued repression of 
our people and the sustenance of white supremacy.• 

Yhat we are witnessing in South Africa is the victory over apartheid, the 
establishment of a bourgeois deDDCracy, as but a stage towards a liberated and 
free Azania. The impetus for developing a revolutionary socialist movement will 
bring forth those organisations who still acknowledge that there is no easy 
road to freedom. The raised expectations of those di~possessed given nothing 
but the vote, will subside as the ABC's promises are wrecked upon an intact 
white power structure. The AWC' s policies have conceded so much that the old 
economic order remains unchallenged. The :most sweeping of the policies is the 
plan to transfer mineral rights to the state but leaving the mining concessions 
untouched. The AIC budget argues aginst large tax increases or heavy government 
borrowing to finance the /,7 billion Five Year Reconstruction and Develop:Ent 
Programme [RJ)PJ.It is clear from the proposed policies that President Xandela 
aims to oversee the construction of a capitalist social-democracy in post
apartheid South Africa. 

The RDP promises free co:mpl usory education, uni versa! basic health, a 
million new homes and providing electricity and running water for 2. 5 million 
more. It has provision for the redistribution of a third of arable land, almost 
all of which is in white hands, and speaks of creating over 2 million jobs for 
a population where 49~ are without a source of steady income. 

The problems of reconstruction faced by the AIC' s development plan are 
those who administered apartheid, those who grew rich upon the backs of Black 
labour, those who stole and farmed the land of the rural dispossessed, those 
who tried to suppression the anger of a people in revolt, those who talk of the 
interests of all South African but wish to preserve their own. There is no 
strategy involving the people in their own liberation afterall they bad a vote . 

.... ~-----------------------------------------------------------------------
FOOTIOTE: 
In June the Anti-Apartheid Xovement will go into voluntary liquidation. 



INTERNATIONAL REVIEW 
-------------------------------------------------------------~ 

CALL TO THE ALL INDIA CONVENTION AGAINST 
IMPERIALIST CULTURAL AGGRESSION 
from Communist Party of India<XL) - Janashakti. 

$"Pdnsored by various cultural organisations on 

§(d and 4th April 1994, Shaheed Com. Nutan Nagar 

(Rana Pratap Hall), Hyderabad. 

bear friends, 

Despite the tremendous uproar and protest from all corners of 
the- country the Indian Government has signed the GATT 
agreement (now renamed WTO) and accepted the Dunkel Draft 
prqposals which are against the interests of vast masses. The 
rul~rs did not have the slightest hesitation in signing the 
agreement which implies total submission to the dictates of the 
imperialists. This would further tighten their exploitative noose 
around our necks. These comprador rulers, by the very nature of 
their class, are for the total sell-out of the country's economy to 
the''imperialist super-powers, to the IMF, World Bank and the 
WTO . . They, for the last five decades after the transfer of power, 
have pushed the economy into an abysmal crisis with their 
pr(!·imperialist policies and now they say, "There is no alternative 
to survive but to become a part of the GATT or to beg a fresh 
instalment of loan frorn the IMF and the World Bank". They 

· vociferously mouth the slogans of liberalisation, privatisation and 
inculcate the ideology of colonial slavery in tl)e masses, 

· par~tfcularly the educated middle class. Naturally it is the same· 

rulijlg ~lasses who perpetuate communalism, advocate .Hindu 
· fun~amentalism, engineer attacks on dalits, minorities, women, 
tribals and nationalities -- according to the very dictates of the 
imperialists. Intact imperialism cannot survive unless it allies with 
the most reactionary force, feudalism. Hence the comprador 
ruling classes, comprising of big bourgeoise, big landlord 
classes strive to maintain the semi-feudal and semi-colonial 
character of the economy while selling out the country to the 
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imperialists. It is i.n this backdrop that the recent spate of Hindu 
fundamentalism and the uprise of reactionary feudal ideology 
such as superstition, backwardness, mysticism, pessimism, 
karma etc. have to be understood. 

The comprador ruling classes, through their New Economic 
Policy, New Industrial Policy, Liberalisation and privatisation 
policies, are making every effort to hand over the country's 
economy to the imperalist powers in the name of globalisation 

· and free market, aiding them in their attempts at recolonisation. 
Imperialism which goes hand in glove with feudalism would 

tighten its stranglehold over our country with complete support 

from the treacherous native compradors. They will drastically cut 
down import taxes while increasing further the tax burden on 
people multifold, giving easier access to the imperalists. While 
making our lives miserable, they will provide subsidies to foreign 
investors but withdraw even the so-called social welfare 
measures cutting down even the so called subsidies to people -
all this to make our country a part of the global 'free' market. 

Brutal repression on the struggling masses is inevitably on the 
increase. Those who protest are either implicated under TADA or 
killed in fake encounters or tortured to death. Patriotic people 
fighting imperialism and feudalism are branded terrorists. 

'Hindutva' is being projected as nationalism. 
Since 1947, the Indian State, which declares itself 'secular', 

has intact been acting as a Hindu state. The same ruling classes, 
. who have adopted Hindu fundamentalism as their philosophy to 
perpetuate their exploitation, are advocating globalisation to 

serve the interests of the imperialists. They promote decadent 
imperialist and feudal cultures simultaneously to propagate the 
ideas of 'being slave to a master', which means feudal 
submissiveness to an imperial master. Imperialist culture with 
ingredients such as pornography, popculture, wham culture, 
personal anarchy, lumpen culture and consumerist culture is 
promoted and propagated by the ruling classes. Extravagant 
pop shows are organised by multinational companies and the 

government promotes them. Pop music which originally 
emerged as a protest against the system played a significant 
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ip!Or~~~ role in the 'sixties and 'seventies. Multinational music 
Bo}1ip\nies have been largely successful In deflecting, 
·~"1;'1 11 
degenerating and diverting the protest into personal anarchy and 
p~~~o.fJraphy. The pop m~sic yielded, ~ince it lacked a political 
co.nsclousness and commttment. Today 1t Is sheer commerce. 
'!• ' Th~1 feudal culture, essentially undemocratic In nature, aims to 

ke~1p':people in the dark. In the context of its alliance with 
impenalist culture, it is also adopting modern and sophisticated 
fcNms~:~ ln a very polished manner, it may say that women and 
d~dits"'cah also read Vedas, Puranas and perform rituals, but its 
op'pr~sive content remains unchanged. It must be reiterated 

that the feudal and imperialist cultures are in a strong alliance. 
T_h~y.~compliment one another and operate to reinforce ea~h 
other. ~Hence in our country, it is Impossible to· analyse or fight 

· ii+l~eHklist culture in isolation. It has ·to be tackled with its 
. ·"· ··~ . · ess'ential counter part -- the feudal culture . 
. . . .. Jjh;~~'r'iaiism cannot be understood merely as an 

J~51i'!n'i~-military system of control. Cultural domination Is an 
int~g'rtl~dimension to any sustained system · of exploitation·: 

•. t 'I I'.,. .. . . 
Imperialism, in its efforts to plunder the third world politically and 
·~ \. ·l< ~ .. ·" . . . • 
economically, is also invading the cultural spheres of these .,, ... "()~·· .· . 
countnes. Cultural imperialism colludes with the native feudal 

: cultur~ and strengthens it to breed a hybrid seml-fedual -semi -
coi6hfa1 val_ue system. The comprador ruling classes and the · 

irn~J-faiists have realised ~he importance of cultural Intervention, 
~~;'(a*Y··t·idea of protest can be countered · to prevent It from 

. mate'if~iising into a movement of political struggle. Though there 
•1 " ,, . 

has been much ado about the government yielding to IMF, World 
Bank',~Wro, not much is said about the cultural dimension of 
in1perlalism. Cultural imperialism is equally dangerous as it 
. , ·f : ,, •' 

works and penetrates silently. In the recent past our government 
litis . made several cultural pollees allowing imperialist satellite 
and ii~twork electronic media to invade our cultural skies, and 

P.~8~~r~;_ing decadant ideas. The government Is trying' hard to 
pnva!~e Doordarshan which as it is Is away from the masses ..... ~ 
and ·P.ropagating decadent values by advising It to compete with 
., . ; f"\ l~-r 

an unequal, mammoth competitor-- Star TV. While government 
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~p6nsored cultural festivals abroad partronise fedual culture 
fashion · ·parades, beauty contests, star nltes, musical 
extravaganzas etc. are promoting imperalist culture onto our 

land. 
The government has subsidised import tariffs on innumerable 

lmpe'riallst cultural commodities to ease their Influx and their 
lucratfve advertisement propaganda is already on a full swing on 
·star · TV and US .media channels which have penetrated into a 

, majoritY" o( Indian households. One of the recently conducted 
survey indicates ·that the Increase In the number 'of TV sets is 
directly. proportional to the decline of average individual income. 

It Is not surprising to note that the culture and communication 
equipment are slowly replacing the manufacturing goods by 
ocbupylng 20% of the US and European economies, while they 
were . 2% ·· three years ago and are on the upswing In our 
·economy 'too. This makes it evident that the cultural Invasion is 

. iessentlally an economic factor. This cultural Invasion Is Injecting 
th~r~cieb)og;i' of coionlal slavery in to our veins; simultaneously 

'-str~rigtiteriing feudal values such as superstition, backwardness, 

rellgibh ''etc. : All this to make us silently accept the_ Imperialist 

plunder and feudal exploitation. . . . 
Cultural lmperlallsm has two major goals, one economic and 

· ~he ' : other . political : to capture markets for · its cultural 
commodities· and to establish hegemony· by shaping popular 

~do:nsbiousness. It piays a major role In dissociating people from 
thek' cultural ro~ts and traditional solidarity replacing them with 
·media created 'needs'. The political effect is to alienate people 
from· traditional class an~ community bo.nds, atomislng and 
separating individuals from each o~er. Cultural imperialism 
emphasizes the segmentation of people and encourages them to 
'think themselves as a part of heirarchy highlighting minute 
differences with those below them, rather than the vast 

· ;tn·eqtlaliiles ·that separate them from those above. Imperialist 

'entertalnm~ht and advertisement target the most vulnerable 
tycilrtti1 and give a message that 'modernity' Is associated with 

cori~umh1g Imperialist products. Mass media manipulates 
adoi~scent rebelliousness and channels discontent into 
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con~~!Jier extravagances. Cultural imperialism focusses on youth 
no.t 9,{\ly for the market but also for political reasons, to undercut 
~ poUJ,ical threat in which a personal rebellion could become 
.mass political revolt aganist economic as well as cultural forms 

ot 1!.9!1\t<?l. 
·;; ~il~~@J~tion to t11e Third World in general and our country , in 

· p~:u1JH~r. cultural imperialism can be defined as the systematic 
P~5W,~Jfit!on, and domination of the cultural life .of the ·popular 
~~&~§.6; by the ruling classes of the imperialist countries in order 
to 'ir.~9:rder values, behaviour, institutions and Identity of the 
oppJ§~~ed peoplos that conforms with the interests of the 

.imp.~!®. and native feudal classes. Cultural imperl~lism t~kes 
pq~~~, .. <;fitional feudal forms and .modern . fQrms. ThrPUfJ,~ 
{Qii~i,, ·{~·~undamentalism and fanaticism .cultural lmperl~llsm 
operj:\ . ~~ .. m the traditional form and through mass media, 
PU.QHg.iJ.Y, advertisment and 'secualr' entertainers in the modern 
fon:t:~,~~tellectuals play a major role in the latter. Cultural 

. imperi~lism today is oriented towards capturing mass audiences 
an9 .it is global in scope and homogenising in its impact. The 
mass kr;nedia as instruments of cultural imperialism are private 
only in the formal sense. The absence of formal state ties 
proviq,~.s a legitimate cover tor the private media projecting 
impe,~@l interests as 'news' or entertainment, and political 
intereAt·s are projected through non-imperial subjects. , 

.Th9'~ mass media have become an integral part of the 
,imp~.r.i~list system at global political and social control as well as 
a .T£'~t?r source of super-profits, the latter emphasising its 

gr~wi.p9 economic significance. As the levels of exploitation, 
im~q!J~!ity, poverty and unemployment increase in our countri, 

imperJi!is.t controlled mass communications operate to convert a 
cri~i.c~jp4blic into passiveness and deflect pote~tial unrest. They 
cr~ate_,1~1usions of international and cross-class .bonds. Through 
TV .imiQ~s a false intimacy and an imaginary link. is establish~ 
betw-9~~ the successful subjects of the media and the 
impo\;'~rished spectators. Tl1ese linkages provide a channel 
thrC)ugr which the discourse of individual solutlo~s to · private . 

probi~IJls is propagated. The message is very clear -- victims are 
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blamed for their own poverty, success depends on Individual 
efforts ln relatia·n to 'karma' or 'fate'. 

While imperialist arms disarticulate civil societies and their 
tiariks " piliage the economies, the imperial media provides 
individuals with escapist identities. Economic terrorism as 

t .',.'')'• 

practised by the IMF, World Bank and WfO destroys local 
. '" ·"·d· l~'· . . .·. 
ind!Jstries, ·erodes public properties and savages wage and 
saiarled·~ househ:olds. Cultural terrorism 'Is responsible for physical 
- ' '''1 '''1'• .. ,. . . 
dfs'placeme·nt of all forms of people's culture and people's 
•·.<~, .l1. , . •. 

artistes. Though cultural terrorism preys on the psychological 
weaknesses' and deep anxieties of our people, particularly their 
s)~'rlse· 'ot1being backward, traditional and oppres~ed, it provides 
ri~W 'lffi~9~s;1"6( mobility and free expression only . in the 
f'rWW9tWorR'~of 1; feudalism · to preserve and strengthen · feudal 
~~Rfe'~.:3fuftRer. '0Cultural imperialism in · the name of seif
e~~re~sio'rt 'tyrannises o'ur people, '•entertains' them, coarces 
them and titillates them to be 'modern' to submit to the demands 
of the Imperialist market and feudal exploitation. it makes use of 
terms like 'giobalisation' or 'lnternationalisatlon' to justify attacks 
on all : forms of solidarity, community and social values. The 
Images ·~ of ·· individual mobility, the 'self-make person', the 
emphasis ori 'self-centered existence' and slogans like "privatise 
or perish", "globallse or perish", "make a fast buck" 
1 

have . now" become major i~struments In dominating our 

countrY. The new imperialist · cultural norms -- private over the 
: public;· individual over the social, sensational and violent over 

everyday struggles and social realities -- contribute ~o inculcating 

p~ed~~l9 . the: egocentric values that undermine collective action .. 
The culture of 11mages, of transitory experiences, of sexual 
.. ~ ... , : -- .... i ' . 
conquest; ' anarchy and vandalism, works against reflection, 
commitment ''and . shared feelings of affection and solidarity. 
C~lturaf Imperialism distracts from power relations and erodes 
collective forms of social action. · ' 
., ! , . '·'· J .. ! ' ~ • . • . 

'~·. If the threa.t arid danger posed by Imperialism In the cultural 
• ·, . ; i . • ~- • : . . 0 

fr()ht)s ~o i:m~rm·ous, what t~en is the task ahead of us, fighting 
for. people;s culture? At the outset we ~ust recapitulate and 
reiterate the fact that the imperialism, however gigantic it may 
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app~!!r, is on its deathbed. It's only a paper tiger! Since it has 
enter,pd into an unprecedented crisis it is cog'llng up with n~w 
aggres$ive designs in economic, political and cultural spheres to 

. ~ .. JM•" . . 
capt~le and conquer the third world countries. This aggr~sslon. 
is .. o~lY a transitory phase but if underestimated can result 1n dire 
~9r~e,quences. We must realise the importance of cultural 
if')~f!~fontion, in the broadest sense Including ldeolo~y, 
c.?~ij;i?~sness and social action, which is the crucial l~nk 
cop~f~ing objective conditions Into conscious polltlc~l .. 
lnte~~rtion. Cultural imperialism cannot succeed a~ a sustain.~ 

phen~r,nenon as the stark reality stands opposed to it. !he 
persS)~nal experience of misery and exploitation caused by the 
imperialists and lhe native comprador ruling classes that have 

I., 

· collol;lorated with it, the brutality of state violence, growing 
pov~rty, hunger can never be changed by the escapist .. 
imp~~ialist media. Within the consciousness of the oppressed 
people there is a constant struggle betweeen the demon of 
individual escape cultivated by the mass media and the past 
exp~j~nces of collective action and responsibility. There are 
absolute limits in the capacity of cultural lmperalllsm to distract 
and mystify people beyond which popular rejection sets ln. The . 
false.\.promises of cultural imperialism become objects of bitter 
jok~~ in the reality of abject poverty, hunger and perpetual denial 

· of mjnimum livelihoood to millions of people. Where class, racial, 
~,, ,, 

gen~r and ethnic bonds endure and practices ~f revplu~lo~ary 
collective action are militant the influence of cultural lmperlalis"1 

· is ,. r.~jected. Historical movements are ab~ndant ~~ong the 
oppressed people who have been reeling under the yokes of .. ...,. . . 
feud,W.~sm and imperialism for centuries. Where people ~f 

diffe~ent occupations and communities converge . on class basis 
with 1 collective revolutionary cultural traditions and practices, 
cultural imperialism will have to retreat. 
. People from all sections and different walks of life must realise 
the. Immediate danger poseq by cultural Imperialism hand In 
glove with feudalism and break the myth and fetishism it tries to 
c~e~~~. This is possible only by a collective action of all like 
minded .democratic, secular, and patriotic people led by the 
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working class. Genuine people's culture, the culture of the toiling 
masses,· has . to be unearthed from . the filth of feudal and 
Imperialist cultures. The culture would have to be purified, 
sharpened and enlightened with scientific proletarian world 
outlook. Only this new democratic cultural value system, which 
Is anti-feudal and anti-Imperialist can be a potential alternative to 
the· oppressive feudal and imperialist cultur.es. Hence it is our 
prime; ·task · to struggle and build such a cultural value system 
that:-, envisages . a just, humane, .. egalitarian and democratic 
society. that Is free from all kinds of exploitation and oppression. 
This · can only be acheived under the leadership of the working 

. class which Is. the prime leading force In alliance with the broad 
peasantry which Is a motive force, of conscious revolutionary 
social change and the harbinger of the dawning new society. 

:Building of a people's cultural movement and ·acheivlng 
cultural · liberation Is dependent on the development of a 
socio-political force capable of confronting state terror that goes 
together with cultural conquest. Hence the movement against for 
the liberation of the country from the clutches of the semi-feudal, 
semi-colonial oppressiVe system and to establish a new 
democratic society. Since the feudal and Imperialist cultures are 

· instruments aimed at perpetuating exploitation and oppression, 
the· struggle against them for a new democratic culture has to be 
Closely link9d. with the economic and political · struggles waged 

. by' the oppressed classes under. the leadership , of the working .. 
class~ It Is such struggles that are ant!-fe.udal, antl-llllperlalist and 
anti- .comprador bourgeois ruling classes, with which the new 
democr~t.lc cultural movement ha~~ t~ · be de~p-rooted, 
• • 1 

strengthened and united . to stand firm against the aggressive 
designs of cultural Imperialism which ·tries to segment people 
and make th~m preys for exploitation. Undoubtedly victory shall · 
be ours I 

We, militant cultural organisations striving to build a new 
. democra~lc' cultural movement and establllsh people's culture, 
Call upon all sections of people ·to react to the grave threat 
poseo by cultural Imperialism. We plan to organise a two day All 
India Convention against the Aggression of Imperialism in 
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Culture on 3rd-4th April 1994, at Hyderabad. We are aware that 
this convention cannot be a grand success without the active 
participation and solidarity from democratic, secular, patriotic 

people and likeminded organisations. groups, sections, and 
individuals. Hence we request all such organisations, groups, 

setcions, individuals and people to join hands with us in this. fight 

aganist cultural imperialism. We appeal to one and all to extend 

a helping hand in conducting this convention. The enemy may 

seem gigantic and the task enormous but people are invincible. 

Nothing can stand aganist the mighty force of united collective 

action of the toiling masses led by the working class. Our faith in 

the new society that shall be built upon humane, just and 

democratic values . and culture is scientific and invincible. Our . .. 
confidence in the ultimate victory of people's culture is 

· immovable. Let us all stand united, hand in hand. Let us build a 

human. wall that . would raze to the ground the ·anti-people 

"technical excellence" of cultural imperialism and reactionary 

feudalism. Let us uphold the banner of people's struggle and . 

people's cultural movement. . , -= . 
* Down with imperialist aggression in culture 

* Down with feudal culture . 

*Down with semi fedual-semi colonial culture J!:· 

• *Down : with anti-people · cuHural . · polici~s :~··of:'t:·th~ 
., govertnment · .·: ·- .... . :ii\·:J; tr.. , n -\'~~-! >f-" 

W * Long live people's cuHure·· . .. .--: ... fi 

. . . .,; Long live new democratic cuiture ~ . .. I '.: -'ff ..... · . 

. * Down with state violence·:. ~· · · ,. : .... oo.·, 1' ."' .-.· ·•: .,, 
'.-.. ~• -.-.·~-.t'-1 .. • • ' • ., . -,·"'~-..- , I I o 1:: :it c;tt ('~f~ •.\ 

. * Down with cultural imperialism 
:;),, .•. .:~! •• :·tlS:-' . ... :· ; ·-~ ... .. ~ ..• ·. ~- :· : ._ .. .... ~ ·. ' .. L. .:l ''Jit91$,' 
· * Long hve New Democart1c RevolutiOn . ·· .. · ···-.: ... ·=--~. · .... -~·- .·.:.~--.-:.:i' ~a : .. ""' !C· ·~!'in 

;r:/?fe~'!}:'-?'Y S()'!_lmitt!Je __ tor t~~- ~lJp.cl/a Coqy~n,t{~n· , . . :.:1· 

aganist Imperialist Cultural Agression. 

-26.1.1994 Hyderabad. 



INTERNATIONAL REVIEW 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
FOURTH CONGRESS 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF JAPAN I LEFT 
Information from The People's Star, February 1994 

Towards the end of 1993, following a complicated process of line struggle, 
publicity was given to the Fourth Congress of the CPJ/L and the exposure 
and defeat of a revisionist tendency that had emerged in the Party• s 
Central leadership. 

"The political line of this revisionism is: Bernsteinism because it 
destroys the political line of forming a revolutionary united front and 
seizing the state power from the enemy and works only for immediate 
activities with no ultimate aim; social democracy because it has no 
viewpoint of seizing the state power; and street activism because it is not 
for accumulating strength of revolution in workshops, factories and key 
industries." 

It sought to "bring bourgeois personal relationship into the revolutionary 
party, or to change the Party into an organisation where commandarism and 
bureaucraticism prevail and people to apply Marxism to others but 
liberalism to themselve::;,... It forges a history of the revolutionary 
struggle with personal historic episodes and widely advocates the viewpoint 
of historical idealism to deny all the achievements and lessons gained by 
the people and the Party. It pursues one's own fame, honour and feats." 

" The ideological line of this revisionism wrecks the thought of serving 
the people and the idea and method of the mass line, both of which stand on 
the basic viewpoint of historical materialism." 

In line with the decisions of the 4th Congress that "the greatest 
importance should be attached to its ideological aspect", the CPJ /L called 
upon its members and supporters in a New Year Editorial of its publication 
"Jinmin No Hosh" to "Study and apply to our activities Mao Zedong' s works: 
On Practice and On Contradiction" and carried an article "Significance of 
study of Mao Zedong's Three Articles - Establish the thought of serving the 
people." 

SOSYALIST TURKIYE PARTISI REORGANISES 

Last autumn, the Turkish Constitutional Court (at the bidding of the 
government) accused the SH' of breaking the Turkish Constitution because 
its political prograiDJ-ne supports the Kurdish people's right to self
determination . ~See lnttrnational Review No. 8 'Talk by London-based 
supporters of the Sociali:.t Party' .J 
Before the trial to ban the STF' came to an end, its collilade:=; had already 
created a new legal Marxi::;t party to compenstate tor the banning of the 
SIP. They declare, "Our fight to bring socialism into Turkey will now 
continue under the banner of the SIP" <Sosyal ist Iktidar Partisi - The 
Party for Socialist Power). 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING TO THE U.S. WORKING CLASS 
by Bill Fletcher 1 Jr. 

Much has been written recently about 
the changing shape of the U.S. working 
dass. Below are a few points aimed at in
tegrating some of this material into 
broader strategic discussion of the role of 
the working dass in the struggle for fun
damental social change. 

Standard of living is down 

Arst, facts dearly demonstrate that the U.S. 
working dass has been getting poorer over 
the last twenty years. This tendency pre
ceded Reagan, and will likely continue, short 
of dramatic economic and political changes. 
The standard of living has been declining 
since 1973 and is cur-

At the same time, to stop there misses 
some important political factors. As a result 
of the Reagan economic policies, corporate 
tax breaks did not encourage new invest
ment, but rather the use of extra funds for 
non-productive endeavors, e.g.. leveraged 
buy-outs and real estate speadation. Thus, 
immense amounts of money were invested 
to shift the playing field among capitalists, 
not to int:rease the competitive edge of U.S. 
corporations vis-a-vis foreign competitors. 

Divisions within the dass 

Stratification of the working class is becoming 
more permanent. Contrary to economists 

who view the stratifica
rently at a level-factoring 
in inflation-somewhere 
between 1960-671evels. 

Stratification of the 
tion of the U.S. working 
dass as a new phenome
non, it's dear that strati
fication has long existed 
based on race, nationality 
and gender. So what's 
new? 

This decline has many 
sources. The first is the 
deindustrialization of the 
United States. Between 
1979 and 1989 over two 
million manufacturing jobs 
were eliminated, jobs 

working class has long 
existed based on race, 
nationality and gender. 

So what's new? We are witnessing a 
more rigid division within 

which tended to pay what was once known 
as the Nfamily wage." During the same pe
riod, five million of the 13.6 million new jobs 
created paid less than $13,000 per year. This 
points to the second factor, i.e., the growth 
of the service sector and the "hollowing" of 
the U.S. economy. There has been a dra
matic reduction in value-produdng jobs. 

This entire situation has to be set against 
the growth in competition between the 
United States and other capitalist powers. 
This competition has encouraged U.S. cor
porations to "downsize" and adopt a mean
and-lean approach. 

1 In particular. I would recommend Mike Dllvis' Prisoners a( the 
American Dream, and the Economic Policy Institute's The State 
o(Working America. 1990-1991. 

the dass between those 
who work in what are often called "high
performance" industry (essentially innovative 
enterprises) and those who are in the serv
ice economy working one or two jobs to get 
by. 

Transition from the unskilled or semi
skilled sector, particularly in the service 
economy, into the high-performance sector 
has become more difficult for several rea
sons. For one, the number of jobs has de
dined, due to technological innovation and 
the failure of U.S. business to reinvest. Sec
ond, and relevant to discussions regarding 
education reform, many of the technical 
demands in the high-performance sector 
necessitate greater levels of education and 
training. Thus, within U.S. capitalism we are 
witnessing both the de-skilling of many jobs, 



as well as the increased skilling of others. 
This situation has led to many of the strug
gles we are now witnessing around the value 
of public education and its place in eco
nomic development. 

Reshuffling gender and ethnicity 

The working class is becoming browner and 
more female. The U.S. working class has 
always been diverse. A myriad of European 
ethnic groups as well as African Americans, 
Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Native Americans 
and Asians have made up the class. How
ever, immigration from Latin America and 
Asia over the past twenty years or so has 
significantly increased the proportion of 
workers of color. The class has also become 
more female with the 

Florida and Texas are among the leading 
states in actual growth. North Carolina is 
not far behind. Business has continued to 
shift to the sun belt for political, economic 
and climate reasons, but what is different 
now is that businesses are also leaving the 
sun belt and moving further south! 

Despite the prostitution of the South to 
business from the North, in this age of 
global competition, business has been 
searching for sources of cheaper labor and a 
more favorable "business climate." It is in 
this context that the debate over the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFT A) 
must be seen. In many respects, the world is 
evolving into economic blocs reminiscent of 
the three blocs in George Orwell's /984. In 
its effort to compete with the European 

community, U.S. capital
large-scale increase of 
women in the workforce 
beginning in the late 
1960s, and rapidly devel
oping with the erosion of 
the U.S. economy. This 
has led to a reshuffling of 
which ethnic groups and 
which gender occupy 

We are witnessing both 
the "de-skilling" of many 

jobs and the increased 

ism is looking to 
strengthen its hold over 
the western hemisphere. 
This is not for military or 
strategic reasons in a nar
row sense, but to give it 
a competitive advantage. "skilling" of others. 

various job classifications and positions in 
the work force. The long-term tendency is 
for the majority of the United States to be
come "of color" by 2060 and for the major
ity of the working class to be made up of 
women and workers of color by the year 
2000. 

The sun belt and beyond 

The "sun belt" remains central to the de
signs of capitalism, but the bourgeoisie . is 
thinking more in terms of the western hemi
sphere than ever before. The sun belt-the 
South and Southwest-remain the areas of 
major population and economic growth in 
the United States. In terms of population, 

This means that rela-
tions between the U.S. 

working class and the working classes of 
Latin America and the Caribbean take on 
new and strategic significance. We are not 
looking at a situation of moral international 
solidarity, but rather a situation demanding 
actual coordination and collaboration in the 
struggle for survival. 

Given the situation fadng today's work
ing class, the left must examine possible 
areas of growth and figure out which sectors 
will play a pivotal role as the various strug
gles unfold. Some within the left have dted 
the growth of information technology and 
computerization, and they have decided that 
the traditional working class is all but dead, 
and that the unemployed and homeless are 



the areas in which a left should base itself. I 
have many reservations about this. 

First, capitalism has many tendencies, but 
it is an overstatement to talk in terms of the 
disappearance of the working class. Even 
with robotization, we are talking about a 
tendency over the next hundred years 
where some of the jobs currently done by 
humans may be replaced by machines. The 
service sector is an interesting study in con
trast. Many jobs in the service sector tend to 
be labor-intensive, such as those in health 
care. These will be hard to replace with 
robots. At the same time, office and clerical 
work is undergoing a massive restructuring 
(what some people call ··•re-engineenng"), 
which is leading to the displacement of 
workers. This latter trend is hitting the insur
ance and banking industry with a vengeance. 

Second, as noted above, there is a new 
stratification under way. Within the lower 
sector of the class are 
those workers who 

astronomically, including part-time, tempo
rary, workers who-to paraphrase a recent 
article in Time-assume a role analogous to 
migrant workers, and (c) those workers in 
high-performance manufacturing sectors or 
more stable sections of the service sector. 

Third, there is a tendency within the left 
toward a quasi-deterministic view of eco
nomic development. There is reason to be
lieve that technological innovation, while 
generally handled in an anarchistic manner 
by capitalism, is not completely out of con
trol. ·Here we can learn some interesting 
lessons from the environmental movement. 
Let's look at the issue of nuclear power. 
This technological innovation which, 
particularly during the 1960s, was claimed to 
be the unstoppable wave of the future, ran 
into major resistance from popular struggle. 
In other words, while this was a techno
logical advance, popular struggle shifted the 

terms of discussion. 
During the 1980s we 

patch together part-time 
employment and work in 
near minimum wage jobs. 
Also in that category are 
many of the homeless 
and the unemployed. 
The lines dividing this 
sector are not hard and 

This is an argument for 
political struggle on 

matters of the. economy 
and new technology. 

often lost sight of the 
role of popular struggle 
in the production proc
ess (particularly if, for 
whatever reasons, we 
ignored the environmental 
movement). There is a 

fast. Political work in the lower strata must 
include organizing the unemployed and 
homeless. But they must be seen in the 
context of the overall strata, not in isolation. 

The working class is being reshaped into 
strata of perhaps three different levels. 
While the distinction between the semi
employed and the unemployed is not hard 
and fast, there is, nevertheless, a difference. 
The tendency seems to be toward: (a) the 
bottom of the barrel, those workers who 
are out of work, are homeless and may 
never have a stable relationship to the 
means of production; (b) above that, the 
"contingent" workforce which is growing 

similar problem here. 
There are a variety of social costs which 
have to be borne by someone with the in
troduction of various technological innova
tions. As always, the question is whether the 
bourgeoisie (or sections of it) can outflank 
their opposition and either co-opt or crush 
popular resistance to such steps. This, in 
other words, is an argument for political 
struggle on matters of the economy and 
new technology. I would argue that such 
struggles are very much in line with address
ing the issues and questions facing the lower 
strata of the class. • 

Bill Fletcher, Jr. is a Washington, DC-based la
bor activist and writer. 


